
 

Icy moonquakes: Surface shaking could
trigger landslides

April 14 2023

  
 

  

Examples of ridge-and-trough terrains from the four studied icy satellites.
Arrows point along representative scarps in each example. (a) Boundary between
Harpagia Sulcus and Nicholson Regio, Ganymede (Planetary Data System [PDS]
ID: c0552445200, c0552445213). (b) Ino and Yelland Lineae, Europa (PDS ID:
c0426272832, c0426272835, c0426272839, c0426273800). (c) Harran Sulcus,
Enceladus (PDS ID n1489048255). (d) “Wispy Terrain” containing Palatine and
Padua Chasmata, Dione (PDS ID n1662199979). Three of the images, (a)
Ganymede, (b) Europa, and (c) Enceladus are shown at a common scale (10 km
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scale bar); (d) Dione scarps are shown at a 10× scale (100 km scale bar). These
terrains are analogous in expression, but display different detailed morphologies.
North is toward the top in all images. Credit: Icarus (2023). DOI:
10.1016/j.icarus.2023.115534

A new NASA study offers an explanation of how quakes could be the
source of the mysteriously smooth terrain on moons circling Jupiter and
Saturn.

Many of the ice-encrusted moons orbiting the giant planets in the far
reaches of our solar system are known to be geologically active. Jupiter
and Saturn have such strong gravity that they stretch and pull the bodies
orbiting them, causing moonquakes that can crack the moons' crusts and
surfaces. New research shows for the first time how these quakes may
trigger landslides that lead to remarkably smooth terrain.

The study, published in Icarus, outlines the link between quakes and
landslides, shedding new light on how icy moon surfaces and textures
evolve.

On the surfaces of icy moons such as Europa, Ganymede, and
Enceladus, it's common to see steep ridges surrounded by relatively flat,
smooth areas. Scientists have theorized that these spots result from liquid
that flows out of icy volcanoes. But how that process works when the 
surface temperatures are so cold and inhospitable to fluids has remained
a mystery.

A simple explanation outlined in the study doesn't involve liquid on the
surface. Scientists measured the dimensions of the steep ridges, which
are believed to be tectonic fault scarps (like those on Earth)—steep
slopes caused when the surface breaks along a fault line and one side
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drops. By applying the measurements to seismic models, they estimated
the power of past moonquakes and found they could be strong enough to
lift debris that then falls downhill, where it spreads out, smoothing the
landscape.

"We found the surface shaking from moonquakes would be enough to
cause surface material to rush downhill in landslides. We've estimated
the size of moonquakes and how big the landslides could be," said lead
author Mackenzie Mills, a graduate student at the University of Arizona
in Tucson, who conducted the work during a series of summer
internships at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Southern California.
"This helps us understand how landslides might be shaping moon
surfaces over time."
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Close-up views of observed scarps on each satellite: (a1, a2) Ganymede, (b1)
Europa, (c1) Enceladus, (d1) Dione. Locations of insets (a1) and (a2) can be
seen in Fig. 3; inset (b1) in Fig. A5; inset (c1) in Fig. A7; and inset (d1) in Fig.
A10. Arrow styles for various feature types between the five subimages are
constant for comparisons. Thin white arrows denote lineations on smooth slopes,
thin black double arrows denote two-component slopes, winged black arrows
denote blocks, winged white arrows denote inferred headwalls, thick black
arrows denote possible spur-and-gully morphology, and thick white arrows
denote older surface textures on slopes. (a1, a2) Two examples of scarps on
Ganymede, with smooth and striated materials (Fig. 3), and faint lineations in the
smooth material. A possible headwall is also labeled. PDS ID c0552443639
(∼22 m/pixel). (b1) Example scarps on Europa displaying smooth scarps faces
and textured backtilted slopes that exhibit older surface textures. PDS ID
c0420626765 (∼34 m/pixel). (c1) Prominent shadows highlight headwalls and
features on scarp slopes on Enceladus. Two blocks are labeled, along with a
possible headwall. Potentially analogous morphology to spur-and-gully
topography is labeled on what may be a two-component slope. PDS ID
n1489049903 (∼80 m/pixel). (d1) Scarps on Dione displaying faint lineations,
and a possible two-component slope, evidenced by differing brightness between
the upper and lower slopes of the scarp. PDS ID n1649311515 (∼14 m/pixel).
Credit: Icarus (2023). DOI: 10.1016/j.icarus.2023.115534

Upcoming investigations

NASA's upcoming Europa Clipper mission, bound for Jupiter's moon
Europa in 2024, will give the research a significant boost, providing
imagery and other science data. After reaching Jupiter in 2030, the
spacecraft will orbit the gas giant and conduct about 50 flybys of
Europa. The mission has a sophisticated payload of nine science
instruments to determine if Europa, which scientists believe contains a
deep internal ocean beneath an outer ice shell, has conditions that could
be suitable for life.
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"It was surprising to find out more about how powerful moonquakes
could be and that it could be simple for them to move debris
downslope," said co-author Robert Pappalardo, project scientist of
Europa Clipper at JPL, which manages the mission.

Especially surprising were the modeling results for tectonic activity and
quakes on Saturn's moon Enceladus, a body that has less than 3% of the
surface area of Europa and about 1/650 that of Earth. "Because of that
moon's small gravity, quakes on tiny Enceladus could be large enough to
fling icy debris right off the surface and into space like a wet dog
shaking itself off," Pappalardo said.

When it comes to Europa, the high-resolution images gathered by
Europa Clipper will help scientists determine the power of past
moonquakes. Researchers will be able to apply the recent findings to
understand whether quakes have moved ice and other surface materials
and by how much. Images from the ESA (European Space Agency)
Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) mission will offer similar
information about Europa's neighboring Jovian moon, Ganymede.

"We hope to gain a better understanding of the geological processes that
have shaped icy moons over time and to what extent their surfaces may
still be active today," Pappalardo said.

  More information: Mackenzie M. Mills et al, Moonquake-triggered
mass wasting processes on icy satellites, Icarus (2023). DOI:
10.1016/j.icarus.2023.115534
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